enneagram
S T Y L E B O O K

The Enneagram is a
system of personality
typing that describes
patterns in how people
conceptualize the world
and manage their
emotions. (truity.com)

what is
the enne
agram?

how does
it inform
my style?

The Enneagram defines
dominate personality
traits in people. These
traits can help inform
your personal style and
identify power pieces in
your wardrobe.

After you have
identified your
Enneagram type
(https://tests.enneagra
minstitute.com/), find
your type and learn how
to incorporate it into
your personal style.

how do I
use this
book?

ennea
gram The Reformer
one:

THE RATIONAL, IDEALISTIC TYPE:
PRINCIPLED, PURPOSEFUL, SELF-CONTROLLED, AND PERFECTIONISTIC

Your style is like you — classic, modest, appropriate at all times. You like to look crisp,
clean, well-manicured, and pulled together. You favor classic styles, clean lines, and
elegant accessories. Anyone would be hard pressed to spot a wrinkle on your
meticulously maintained wardrobe.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

WHITE BUTTON-DOWN SHIRT / TURTLENECK
ANKLE PANTS / STRUCTURED HANDBAG / BLAZER
Fight the urge to be perfect and opt for more casual, but
still structured, clothing. Try to incorporate something
out of your comfort zone, like athleisure, into your
weekly wardrobe. Swap those loafers for some cool slip
on sneakers, paired with a crisp v-neck t-shirt, jeans, and
stylish bomber jacket.

ennea
gram The Helper
two:

THE CARING, INTERPERSONAL TYPE:
DEMONSTRATIVE, GENEROUS, PEOPLE-PLEASING, AND POSSESSIVE

Because you are a giver, it's possible that you to have never given a second thought to
your personal style. Or, perhaps, you have found the perfect style uniform and you stick
to it. When getting dressed, your goal is to look approachable but also fun and stylish.
When you find something you love, you stick with it.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

JEANS / UNEXPECTED ACCESSORIES /
FASHIONABLE SNEAKERS / COZY FABRICS
Splurge a little! You're always giving to others and it's
high time you decided to "treat yo'self!" Opt for items in
luxe fabrics with powerful details. Anything with sequins
or shine is a must-have in your closet. Try a glitzy dress
with a blazer and flat shoes to bring the look back down
to earth.

ennea
gram
The
Achiever
three:
THE SUCCESS-ORIENTED, PRAGMATIC TYPE:
ADAPTIVE, EXCELLING, DRIVEN, AND IMAGE-CONSCIOUS

You naturally strive to excel in every area of your life and this includes your wardrobe.
Although you're up on the latest trends, you know what works for your body and you
stick to what is tried and true. You want to look professional while still letting everyone
know that you're both stylish and cool. Oh, and your accessory game is on point!

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

PENCIL SKIRT / BLACK PUMPS / LEATHER JACKET /
RED LIPSTICK / DESIGNER CLUTCH
Make a statement. Style uniforms are great — and
incredibly helpful — but add some punch to your
wardrobe with a statement necklace or earrings. Grab a
deep v-neck top, your favorite pencil skirt and some
heels and pair it with a statement-making necklace to
get everyone talking.

ennea
gram The Individualist
four:

THE SENSITIVE, WITHDRAWN TYPE:
EXPRESSIVE, DRAMATIC, SELF-ABSORBED, AND TEMPERAMENTAL

You are naturally drawn to things that you consider to be beautiful and that extends to
your wardrobe. Your closet is filled with statement piece, exotic prints, and one-of-akind items. If your eye is drawn to it and you think it's pretty, it's yours! You always want
to look unique and unforgettable, no matter the occasion.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

STATEMENT JEWELRY / EMBROIDERED TOPS /
LACE / VIBRANT PRINTS / ONE-OF-A-KIND ITEMS
Get back to the basics. You need staple items, like jeans,
t-shirts, structured skirts, and flats to anchor your looks.
Your statement items will stand out from the crowd
when paired with pieces that let them have all the shine.
Try wearing a vibrant top with a pair of white jeans and
one-of-a-kind accessories.

ennea
gram The Investigator
five:

THE INTENSE, CEREBRAL TYPE:
PERCEPTIVE, INNOVATIVE, SECRETIVE, AND ISOLATED

You are perceptive and innovative, focused and curious and these traits show up in your
wardrobe. You are aware of your sense (or lack thereof) of personal style. You are drawn
to items that make bold statements but also find yourself not placing any emphasis at
all on your own style. Sometimes, these two sides of you find themselves at war.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

CRISP T-SHIRTS / SOLID COLORS / TAILORED PANTS
JEAN JACKET / FASHION-FORWARD FOOTWEAR
Let your imagination guide you as you pick out items to
add to your wardrobe. You don't have to stay with what
is tried and true. Step out of the confines of your current
wardrobe and opt for bold colors or unique silhouettes.
Try pairing a wide-leg pant in a bright color with a
patterned top and your favorite jean jacket.

ennea
gram The Loyalist
six:

THE COMMITTED, SECURITY-ORIENTED TYPE:
ENGAGING, RESPONSIBLE, ANXIOUS, AND SUSPICIOUS

Your style tends to feel more safe, classic, true-and-blue. You want people to find you
approachable and often dress to be viewed as responsible but still cool. You typically
don't worry about what you wear or how you wear it, opting instead to focus on bonding
with others. Your closet is likely filled with wardrobe basics and staples that are no-fuss.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

COMFY T-SHIRTS / JEANS / MOTORCYCLE BOOTS
LEATHER BACKPACK / STYLISH ATHLEISURE
You'll be uncomfortable at first; however, a few bold
pieces (think your classic leather jacket in a bright,
powerful color) that make you look stunning and turn
every head in the room are exactly what you need to
help diversity the clothing in your wardrobe. It's time to
stop hiding and to stand out from the crowd!

ennea
gram The Enthusiast
seven:
THE BUSY, FUN-LOVING TYPE:
SPONTANEOUS, VERSATILE, DISTRACTIBLE, AND SCATTERED

You are spontaneous, adventurous, fun-loving and freewheeling and your wardrobe
often reflects this. Your style is eclectic and you tend to dress for the day or your next
adventure. You've never been one to shy away from a bold print, vibrant pattern, or
statement piece. Because you never know what the day will bring, every day and every
occasion is a game of dress-up!

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

STRONG SILHOUETTES / PRINTS / BOLD JEWELRY
COOL SUNGLASSES / DISTRESSED DENIM
Your style challenge will be to dial it back. You've never
met a bold look that you didn't love. However, by adding
in some wardrobe staples, you can anchor your looks
and still make that statement you've been looking for.
Try anchoring a look with mixed prints with a solid blazer
and simple jewelry to let your prints shine.

ennea
gram The Challenger
eight:
THE POWERFUL, DOMINATING TYPE:
SELF-CONFIDENT, DECISIVE, WILLFUL, AND CONFRONTATIONAL
When you get dressed you want people to know you mean business. You want to be
seen as competent , knowledgeable, strong and professional, so you make sure your
wardrobe reflects that. You dress for your mood — ultra high fashion some days and
old sweats others. You're decisive; once you've decided you like it then you own it.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

MODERN SUIT / LOAFERS / TAILORED TROUSERS
STATEMENT HANDBAG / STRUCTURED BLOUSE
Try embracing fashion that is more fluid and is
somewhere between the extremes of your style. Try to
find inspiration in street style and pair a cool dress or
jumpsuit with fashion-forward sneakers and an edgy
jacket. Add pieces to your wardrobe that can serve
multiple purposes.

ennea
gram The Peacemaker
nine:

THE EASYGOING, SELF-EFFACING TYPE:
RECEPTIVE, REASSURING, AGREEABLE, AND COMPLACENT

Your personality is selfless, the ultimate giver. And, as such, you don't want to draw
attention to yourself and instead focus on the needs of others. Your look is more
minimalistic, simple and clean. Normally not one for bold statement pieces, you prefer
your personal style to be chic but incredibly easy. Comfort reigns supreme for you.

Power Pieces:
Style Challenge:

KIMONO TOPS / QUALITY LEGGINGS / DAINTY
JEWELRY / SHEER FABRICS / DARK DENIM
Step out of your comfort zone and splurge on a few
quality pieces to add to your wardrobe. Get pieces in
fabrics you love with colors that draw you in. Try pairing
a sheer or lace top with a pleated skirt and oxfords on
your feet. Simple, elegant, chic and stylish.
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